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Written in aid of the Huntington’s Disease Youth Organisation (HDYO), with a foreword from Catherine Martin, CE of the
HDYO. The title story, Fallen Eagles, is a Hamlet-inspired story about a Scottish boy who loses his idolised mountaineer
father in an accident and blames his uncle to such an extent that he contemplates murder. Other stories take us to the
French Revolution, the First World War and to more contemporary situations such as coming out, shaking off the parental
yoke and exploring old and new love. Each story explores the diversity of young people’s experiences as they emerge
into adulthood and the wide-ranging themes are both contemporary and relatable to the modern reader. Fallen Angels
has been produced to raise funds for Huntington’s Disease Youth Organisation, a charity that Bruce has worked closely
with for many years, following his civil partner’s diagnoses with Huntington’s Disease in 2016. Praise for Bruce Harris’
earlier short story collection, Odds Against: “There is strength and warmth, toughness and kindness in these stories,
making up a collection that is spirited and uplifting.” – Alison Moore, author of Booker Prize short-listed novel, The
Lighthouse
Personalize your favorite characters in the coloring book version as Lexi and Jason Williams take center stage at school
when Principal Gordon enlists their help to establish a school garden at Beacon Academy. The kids are thrilled to be
selected as Green Ambassadors for this important project but learn very quickly how challenging it can be to work with
others toward a common goal. Not only must they teach their fellow students how to garden, Lexi and Jason feel the
pressure to make it fun and exciting (or become known as "The Most Boring Gardeners Ever" in school history). When
the principal reveals a generous amount of grant money has been offered to continue the green program if the children
succeed, the stakes rise.No worries! Lexi and Jason are up to the task, assisted by their student council members. But as
they formulate, organize and implement the plan for Beacon Academy's first school garden, the kids are sidetracked by
trouble, toils and trauma. Everyone has their OWN opinion on how to care for their plants, what should be done, and who
should be doing it. Hey-wait a minute. Who's in charge around here?
Let Frommer's show you where your kids can: Get up close and personal with Lady Liberty. View the city from King
Kong's climbing post. Play Top Gun on a real aircraft carrier. Take a monorail through the wilds of Asia. PLUS Invaluable
Travel Tips: Age ranges for each sight and activity. Shopping for everything from baby booties to import CD's.
Have you ever noticed how much calmer and more engaged your children are when they are outside in the natural
world? A growing body of evidence is pointing to the need for children to spend more time outside. Being outdoors has
the potential to energize, entertain and educate our children, often with minimal input from adults. Growing Up Wild is for
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anyone who wants to encourage their kids to spend more time outdoors. Combining the latest scientific research with a
host of enjoyable activities, the authors show you how to access nature with your children. From making the most of local
parks, woodlands, the beach, and your own back garden Growing Up Wild gives you easy ways to get out there, connect
with nature, and have fun together. Inspired by the increasingly popular forest school philosophy, and emphasizing the
benefits of starting early with your baby or toddler, Growing Up Wild tells you: - The reasons why getting dirty makes you
happier and healthier. - Activities that make the most of wind, rain or snow - Tips on hiking and foraging with your
children - How to run wild with kids - from parks to fells and beyond - How to build an outdoor space in your back garden.
This book is a must have for parents who love nature and want to give their children the proven benefits of playing
outdoors.
Lynn Kleiner presents her creative ideas and stories for movement and percussion-playing as she delights preschool
through primary-age children with orchestral favorites. There are selections for marching, dancing, trotting, skipping,
jumping, hiding, sleeping, playing instruments, entering class, and saying goodbye. Lots of fun, this book will allow
teachers to capture children's interest in orchestral music for a lifetime. The CD contains 25 tracks including selections
from Bizet's Carmen, Saint-Saëns' Carnival of the Animals, Dvorák's New World Symphony, Haydn's Surprise
Symphony, and many more.
Presents general information about garden animals, as well as practical information and garden projects for creating a
garden capable of sustaining a wide variety of wildlife.
Bea dreams of having a PRINCESS FAIRY OASIS in her backyard-where ONLY beautiful flowers, butterflies, ladybugs
are allowed, and her best friends, Annika, Maya, and Zoe (but NO PESKY BUGS, ugly frogs, or annoying little boys). The
problem is that now her backyard looks nothing like it! Now her garden is full of BUGS, WORMS, AND OTHER YUCKY
CREATURES, plus overgrown grasses, disheveled bushes, and ... a GINORMOUS COMPOST PILE in the middle of it
all. That is not a place for fairies or princesses, for sure! (Only silly boys and dorks, who are into playing in dirt, maybe.)
So Bea makes a wish (and casts a spell with her magic stick) that all bugs should disappear from the face of the earth-or
at least her neighborhood (except ladybugs, butterflies, and dragonflies, of course, because those can stay). But when
she learns that the consequences of her wish may be more than she bargained for-she changes her mind. Dressed in
gardening outfits, that look like nothing a princess (or even a fairy) would wear, Bea and her friends get their hands dirty
on a mission to create an OASIS for ALL CREATURES-even ugly bugs, worms, frogs (and boys). These girls (and boys)
may not look like fairies or princesses, more like GARDEN DORKS, but being a dork may not be such a bad thing after
all. *** A fun read for girls and boys ages 5-10, that teaches kids how to invite more nature into their lives, and inspires
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them to learn more about the wildlife just outside their window. Because even a simple meadow or a flower pot on the
balcony or rooftop garden can be buzzing with life. This is a perfect LARGE PRINT EDITION to read with your grandkids! 20 Activity pages for coloring, journalling, drawing, story boarding, and more. Buy the book now and enjoy this
gardening with your kids. Happy reading and exploring!
A lively story of raising a child to enjoy real food in a processed world, and the importance of maintaining healthy food
cultures Why is it so easy to find sugary cereals and dinosaur-shaped chicken nuggets in a grocery store, but so hard to
shop for nutritious, simple food for our children? If you’ve ever wondered this, you’re not alone. But it might surprise you
to learn that this isn’t just an American problem. Packaged snacks and junk foods are displacing natural, home-cooked
meals throughout the world—even in Italy, a place we tend to associate with a healthy Mediterranean diet. Italian children
traditionally sat at the table with the adults and ate everything from anchovies to artichokes. Parents passed a love of
seasonal, regional foods down to their children, and this generational appreciation of good food turned Italy into the world
culinary capital we’ve come to know today. When Jeannie Marshall moved from Canada to Rome, she found the healthy
food culture she expected. However, she was also amazed to find processed foods aggressively advertised and junk
food on every corner. While determined to raise her son on a traditional Italian diet, Marshall sets out to discover how
even a food tradition as entrenched as Italy’s can be greatly eroded or even lost in a single generation. She takes
readers on a journey through the processed-food and marketing industries that are re-manufacturing our children’s diets,
while also celebrating the pleasures of real food as she walks us through Roman street markets, gathering local
ingredients from farmers and butchers. At once an exploration of the US food industry’s global reach and a story of
finding the best way to feed her child, The Lost Art of Feeding Kids examines not only the role that big food companies
play in forming children’s tastes, and the impact that has on their health, but also how parents and communities can
push back to create a culture that puts our kids’ health and happiness ahead of the interests of the food industry.
It comes with book and CD.
Cultivate learning in students with imaginative projects on the theme of gardens - and watch their interest grow! Each of these 45
lessons focuses on a specific book about plants, gardens, or growing and offers a variety of engaging activities that enhance
creativity and build literacy skills. Whether it's building a bird house, listening to a garden poem, performing in a play, making a
garden calendar, or planting a friendship garden, these activities will motivate and inform young learners. Recipes for treats also
accompany the lessons. This is a unique and fun resource with many classroom possibilities. Grades K-6.
Wild garden is a place to record all things to do with your own wild garden. Everyones garden is wild, so what is blooming in yours
, what wildlife visits your garden and what needs planting and attention. Keep a record of all the birds and animals that visit. This
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record keeping notebook has sections for wildlife , plants and sketching to help with your observation. Great thing to do with your
kids as wellEnjoy
???? ??????????????2020?????????meters ????? ——??????????????????????Robert Macfarlane???????——
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??? ?????? ???
??????? ????? ?TaiTai LIVE WILD? ??? ???????????? ??? ?? ??? ???PCHome??????? ??? ?????????? ???? ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——?????????Robert Macfarlane??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——?????Guardian? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????New York Time
??????????????????????????????? ——????????Los Angeles Times? ????????……??•?????????????????????????????????????
——??•???Mark Cocker???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——???•????Edward
Hoagland??????????? ????? ???????????????????? meters ??????????????——????????? ????????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????——?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Shopping
Design???Soul???Gigs??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????2019??????????
????????????????K2 Project 8000 ???????????????????????????
Gardening can be a political act. Creativity, fulfillment, connection, revolution—it all begins when we get our hands in the dirt. Food
Not Lawns combines practical wisdom on ecological design and community-building with a fresh, green perspective on an age-old
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subject. Activist and urban gardener Heather Flores shares her nine-step permaculture design to help farmsteaders and city
dwellers alike build fertile soil, promote biodiversity, and increase natural habitat in their own "paradise gardens." But Food Not
Lawns doesn't begin and end in the seed bed. This joyful permaculture lifestyle manual inspires readers to apply the principles of
the paradise garden—simplicity, resourcefulness, creativity, mindfulness, and community—to all aspects of life. Plant "guerilla
gardens" in barren intersections and medians; organize community meals; start a street theater troupe or host a local art swap;
free your kitchen from refrigeration and enjoy truly fresh, nourishing foods from your own plot of land; work with children to create
garden play spaces. Flores cares passionately about the damaged state of our environment and the ills of our throwaway society.
In Food Not Lawns, she shows us how to reclaim the earth one garden at a time.
My wild garden is a place to record all things to do with your own wild garden. Everyones garden is wild, so what is blooming in
yours , what wildlife visits your garden and what needs planting and attention. Keep a record of all the birds and animals that visit.
This record keeping notebook has sections for wildlife , plants and sketching to help with your observation. Great thing to do with
your kids as wellEnjoy
A gorgeously illustrated argument for an ecological approach to landscape design.
Kids in the Wild GardenBlack Dog Pub Limited

????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ???????????????1945???????50??????? ??????????????1990-1999? ????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????…… ??? ????????????????????Ba’alzevuv??????????Baal???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????? ?????????????????????????????????
?????????19??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
?? ?? ??? ??? ???? ??? ??? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
"The most important playwright to have emerged north of the border in years." (Scotsman) Two Soviet cosmonauts, losing contact with the
world they left behind; a Scottish civil servant in the throes of a midlife crisis; a Norwegian peace negotiator; a Russian erotic dancer; a
French UFO researcher and an Edinburgh speech therapist in search of her missing husband are brought together through an extraordinary
thread of connections, which bring us into contact with both the intimate and the epic. Space odyssey meets unrequited love story as The
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Cosmonaut's last message... explores the incessant search for harmony and peace within all of us.
Organic Gardening magazine inspires and empowers readers with trusted information about how to grow the freshest, most healthful food,
create a beautiful, safe haven around their homes, use our natural resources wisely, and care for the environment in all aspects of their lives.
A little girl comes to live in his uncle's lonely house and discovers a boy, her handicapped cousin and a mystery of a locked garden.
Is that a weed? This question, asked by anyone who has ever gardened or mowed a lawn, does not have an easy answer. After all, a weed,
as suburban mother and professional weed scientist Nancy Gift reminds readers, is simply a plant out of place. In A Weed by Any Other
Name, Gift offers a personal, unapologetic defense of clovers, dandelions, plantains, and more, chronicling her experience with these
"enemy" plants season by season. Rather than falling prey to pressures to achieve the perfect lawn and garden, Gift elucidates the many
reasons to embrace an unconventional, weedy yard. She celebrates the spots of wildness that crop up in various corners of suburbia,
redeeming many a plant's reputation by expounding on its positive qualities. She includes recipes for dandelion wine and garlic mustard
pesto as well as sketches that show the natural beauty of flowers such as the morning glory, classified by the USDA as an invasive and
noxious weed. Although she is an advocate of weeds, Gift admits that some plants do require eradication-she happily digs out multiflora rose
and resorts to chemical warfare on poison ivy. But she also demonstrates that weeds often carry a message for us about the land and our
treatment of it, if we are willing to listen.
A fun, informative and practical introduction to safely foraging with kids, from the UK's bestselling foraging author. In today’s world of
increasingly sedentary lifestyles and a growing detachment from the food that we eat, it has never been more important to encourage children
to put down their screens, get outside and engage with the natural world around them. Foraging with Kids is a fun, practical book for parents
to work through with their children that encourages families to interact with their environment and gain knowledge and practical understanding
of the natural world through exploration and play. The projects are based around 50 easy-to-identify plants that are abundant in parks, forests
and hedgerows worldwide, making the challenge of discovering functional flora just as achievable to those who live in the city as in the
countryside. Once they have foraged their plants, children will be amazed by the diverse practical uses that they can set them to; from
making soap from conkers or setting a delicious egg-free custard with plantain, to stopping minor cuts from bleeding with hedge woundwort.
Children will take great pride in seeing their gatherings forming part of the family meal and parents will be amazed at how even the most
vegetable-averse child will develop an enthusiastic appetite for a meal that they have contributed to. Illustrated throughout with beautiful hand
drawings and with essential information on plant facts and identification, as well as a diverse range of engaging, practical projects that the
whole family will want to get involved with, this is the perfect book for anyone who wants the children under their care to get outside, connect
with nature and have a lot of fun in the process.
The first collection of plays of one of Scotland's best-known contemporary dramatists EUROPE is set in a railway station at an unnamed
border town where old and new Europeans weave a tale of love, loss and longing. "Fierce, compassionate, mightily ambitious drama...there
is the sharp, analytic intelligence, the crackling inventiveness of a real writer buzzing about this gripping play" Scotsman THE ARCHITECT
charts the rise and fall of Leo Black, once an idealistic and idolised designer, whose magnificent visions are now crumbling, along with his
family, in the light of grubby reality. "Provides convincing evidence of David Greig's confident transition from a dramatist of promise to one of
stature" Independent. Lyrical, soulful and darkly funny, THE COSMONAUT'S LAST MESSAGE weaves together the stories of a fraught
Scottish couple whose TV is on the blink, a Norwegian UN peace negotiator, a young prostitute, a French UFO researcher, a pregnant police
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woman and two forgotten Cosmonauts who sadly orbit the planet."The most important playwright to have emerged north of the border in
years" Scotsman
"The cookie garden is more than a book. It reminds kids and grown-ups to cultivate imagination, and encourages parents to pay special
attention when kids come up with funny, interesting, and just plain silly ideas. Read the book and dream of a magical garden, or go for it and
grow your own"--Page 2 of cover.
Providing a sensible, objective, consumer's guide to travel, these easy-to-use travel handbooks provide useful evaluations of local hotels,
attractions, and restaurants in all price ranges, honest advice on local attractions that are worth the time and money, detailed maps, tips on
special events and festivals, and extensive information on local shopping, sports, nightlife, and other activities.
* Guidebook to short, easy hikes and trails your children will be comfortable on* Includes ideas for keeping the kids engaged and having
funNew York's Catskills have long been an outdoor playground for families escaping from the city. Here's a guidebook that shows you hikes
that the whole family can do. Best Hikes with Children in the Catskills and Hudson River Valley, 2nd Ed. includes games that will keep the
kids engaged and enjoying the trails. From Catskills State Park, Bear-Mountain-Harriman State Park, Hudson Highlands, Shawangunk
Mountains, Southern Taconics, the Long Path, and the Appalachian Trail, there's something for everyone in this all-inclusive guidebook.Hikes
detailed include shorter two- and four-mile hikes to six-plus miles and overnighters. Practical information on hiking with children - setting a
realistic pace, playing games, and encouraging personal and environmental responsibility - make this a guidebook to recommend.
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????……????? ????37??????25????? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? 13??????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????
????????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?13???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????13????????????????????????????????????????
? ??????????????????????????????????35??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ??3??? ??1 ??????????????????? ??2 ??????????????????? ??3 ???????????????????? ?????????? 1.
??10-15???????????? 2. ?????????????????? 3. ?????????????????? 4. ?????????????????? ???? ? 2016????????????? ?
2016??????????????? ? 2017??ALA??????????? ? 2016?????????? ? 2017?????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????——?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ——?????????????????????•??? M. G. ??????????????????????????——????????????????
????????????????????????——?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????? ??????????????????????????????????????Ro
Dahl??????????Lemony Snicket????101?????????????——??YABC????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????——??Bookbag??? ????????????????????????????——?????????????
???????????????????????????——????????????? ?????????????????????——??????????????? ???????????????——???????????
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????????????????????????????????????????——WRD?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????
???????????
A guide to the city describes family-friendly activities, shopping for children, kid-friendly restaurants, parks, playgrounds, museums, day trips,
and lessons as well as helpful organizations and agencies
Little-known, and hidden between skyscrapers and wide avenues, some 650 community gardens dot New York City. Set within one of the
densest and most expensive real estate markets, these gardens are attended by some of the least advantaged residents of the city. Urban
residents use these spaces for horticulture, recreation, social gatherings, and artistic and cultural events. They manage the gardens
collectively and with relative independence from top-down control. Despite continuous threats from market forces the gardens have been able
to thrive as significant community spaces since the 1970s. This book shows how, in the process of attempting to protect these highly
contested spaces, residents developed as community leaders and urban activists. Taking an interdisciplinary approach to follow the political
development of urban residents, the book examines how everyday spatial practices, social interactions, the production of alternative urban
space, and the generation of new urban knowledge render community gardeners into important social actors in the urban scene. The book
argues that with this process of production of space a new type of ’organic resident’ evolves. These urbanites constantly engage with their
urban environment, find ways to make the city more supportive for their collective needs, and produce the city in their own image. Community
gardeners as organic residents claim their right to the city, act to materialize their vision of the city, and utilize the special potential of the
locale to constitute themselves as powerful social actors on the urban scene.
A Pocket Guide to Plants & Gardening is a beautifully illustrated, informative reference book, designed to provide ready, simple answers to all
the basic questions about plants. This mini encyclopedia takes an illuminating, engaging look at the science and stories behind the plants we
encounter every day! Some of the topics covered include: the journey of a grain of pollen, how photosynthesis really works, the difference
between grasses and all other flowering plants, and the life cycle of a plant from germination through to pollination. A Pocket Guide to Plants
& Gardening also introduces us to the great names in plant discovery and science, reveals the life-changing inventions in plant science and
cultivation, as well as detailing all the latest trends and fancies in the plant world. With bright illustrations, clear instructions and diagrams; as
well as maps, timelines, portraits, keys and much, much more, this is the perfect interactive guide to plants for gardeners of all ages and
experience!
When the Spanish began colonizing the Americas in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, they brought with them the plants and foods of
their homeland—wheat, melons, grapes, vegetables, and every kind of Mediterranean fruit. Missionaries and colonists introduced these plants
to the native peoples of Mexico and the American Southwest, where they became staple crops alongside the corn, beans, and squash that
had traditionally sustained the original Americans. This intermingling of Old and New World plants and foods was one of the most significant
fusions in the history of international cuisine and gave rise to many of the foods that we so enjoy today. Gardens of New Spain tells the
fascinating story of the diffusion of plants, gardens, agriculture, and cuisine from late medieval Spain to the colonial frontier of Hispanic
America. Beginning in the Old World, William Dunmire describes how Spain came to adopt plants and their foods from the Fertile Crescent,
Asia, and Africa. Crossing the Atlantic, he first examines the agricultural scene of Pre-Columbian Mexico and the Southwest. Then he traces
the spread of plants and foods introduced from the Mediterranean to Spain's settlements in Mexico, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, and
California. In lively prose, Dunmire tells stories of the settlers, missionaries, and natives who blended their growing and eating practices into
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regional plantways and cuisines that live on today in every corner of America.
“An alien spaceship crash landed in my playground today” For one primary school in England, this was not an ordinary day. It was a
fabulous day of inspiration, writing, drawing, discovering and learning for the pupils, the staff and the parents. But the best thing of all? The
only truly out of the ordinary thing was the alien spaceship. So how do you make creativity a more everyday part of primary teaching?
Teachers and trainees agree that creativity is a fabulous thing. But to get creative approaches into everyday teaching, you need to tackle the
question - what is creativity? This book explores this question in an accessible and practical way. It helps trainees to do more than ‘know it
when they see it’, by helping them to understand the separate and very diverse elements of creativity. The third edition of this popular text
retains key material, but it has been updated and revised to include two new chapters on the creative curriculum, along with links throughout
to the Standards and the new National Curriculum. This book will help you enhance your teaching so you and the children in your class can
be: fellow explorers, adventurous discoverers and spontaneous investigators!

Bea dreams of having a PRINCESS FAIRY OASIS in her backyard-where ONLY beautiful flowers, butterflies, ladybugs
are allowed, and her best friends, Annika, Maya, and Zoe (but NO pesky bugs, ugly frogs, or annoying little boys). The
problem is that now her backyard looks nothing like it! Now her garden is full of BUGS, WORMS, AND OTHER YUCKY
CREATURES, plus overgrown grasses, disheveled bushes, and ... a GINORMOUS COMPOST PILE in the middle of it
all. That is not a place for fairies or princesses, for sure! (Only silly boys and dorks, who are into playing in dirt, maybe.)
So Bea makes a wish (and casts a spell with her magic stick) that all bugs should disappear from the face of the earth-or
at least her neighborhood (except ladybugs, butterflies, and dragonflies, of course, because those can stay). But when
she learns that the consequences of her wish may be more than she bargained for-she changes her mind. Dressed in
gardening outfits, that look like nothing a princess (or even a fairy) would wear, Bea and her friends get their hands dirty
on a mission to create an OASIS for ALL CREATURES-even ugly bugs, worms, frogs (and boys). They may not look like
fairies or princesses, more like GARDEN DORKS, but being a dork may not be such a bad thing after all. *** A fun read
for girls and boys ages 5-10, that teaches kids how to invite more nature into their lives, and inspires them to learn more
about the wildlife just outside their window. Because even a simple meadow or a flower pot on the balcony or rooftop
garden can be buzzing with life. Buy the book now and enjoy this gardening with your kids. Happy reading and exploring!
This New York Times bestselling modern classic explores the perennial topic of environmentalism in an urban world,
from the creator of The Wild Robot and Mr. Tiger Goes Wild One boy's quest for a greener world... one garden at a time.
While out exploring one day, a little boy named Liam discovers a struggling garden and decides to take care of it. As time
passes, the garden spreads throughout the dark, gray city, transforming it into a lush, green world. This is an enchanting
tale with environmental themes and breathtaking illustrations that become more vibrant as the garden blooms. Redheaded Liam can also be spotted on every page, adding a clever seek-and-find element to this captivating picture book.
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Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of
news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
Gardeners disagree about many things—cannas, double petunias, the color magenta—but on one subject they are
unanimous. Henry Mitchell was simply the best garden writer this country has ever produced. As Allen Lacy writes in his
introduction to this, the final collection of Mitchell's gardening essays, “In a time when most garden writing was lethally
dull and as impersonal as a committee report, Henry Mitchell was the great exception. He was often funny. He was
always passionate, for his loves were many, although by the evidence he was especially enamored of bearded irises,
roses, and dragonflies. He was endlessly quotable, whether he was telling his faithful readers that ‘marigolds should be
used as sparingly as ultimatums’ or reminding them that ‘to go from winter to summer you have to pass March.’” But
Mitchell was more than a master essayist whose newspaper columns were read and treasured even by those who had
no interest in gardens or in his other passion, dogs. He was a great teacher. As one reviewer said of his book One Man’s
Garden, it “reflects a zest for gardening and provides more useful advice than one could find in a dozen how-to books.”
For twenty years Mitchell’s column “The Essential Earthman” was a weekly feature in the Washington Post. And
whether he was extolling the perfection of the capital's summer weather (best enjoyed at six A.M. while viewing his water
lilies and eating an ice-cold Vidalia onion sandwich) or deriding the idea that England was a decent place to garden or
extolling the virtue of leaving plants alone if they are doing well, his reputation spread through friends who clipped his
columns and sent them to those unlucky enough not to have access to the Post. When his first collection, The Essential
Earthman, was published, Mitchell became the national treasure he deserved to be. As Lacy writes, “These books will
continue to find and delight new readers long into the coming century, for they are classics.”
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